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Rail Transit and Neighborhood Crime:
The Case of Atlanta, Georgia
Keith R. Ihlanfeldt*
The constructionof commuterrail stationsis the centerpieceof many metropolitanareas'overall
strategiesfor dealing with worsening air pollution, automobilecongestion, and urban sprawl.
Neighborhoodgroupshave frequentlyopposednew stationson the groundsthat stationsincrease
crime.If fearsof station-induced
neighborhoodcrimearejustified,buildingnew stationsmay make
the problemsthey are supposedto addresseven worse,becausecrimeis a cause of employmentand
populationdecentralization.This paper first demonstratestheoreticallythat transit's impact on
neighborhoodcrimecan be eitherpositive or negative.Some rareevidenceis then providedon the
link betweentransitand crime.Using a uniquepanel of neighborhoodcrime data for Atlanta,the
resultsfromestimatingfixed effects and randomeffects models show thattransit'simpacton crime
of the neighborhood.
The mix of thesecharacteristics
foundwithin
dependson certaincharacteristics
centralcity neighborhoodshas resultedin transitincreasingcrimethere,whereasin the suburbscrime
has been reducedby transit.

1. Introduction
In a growing number of metropolitan areas, the construction or extension of a rail transit system
has been advocated by policy makers as a way to address the numerous externalities associated with
a heavy reliance on the automobile for the journey to work. However, in many of these same areas,
rail transit proposals have encountered significant opposition from neighborhood groups (Pendered
1997; Carlson 2000; Stingl 1996; Byrd 1989; Gayle 1989; Armacost 1994; Kane and Lee 1994;
Tandon 1999). These groups fear that a rail station placed in or near their neighborhood will increase
neighborhood crime, because this would provide criminals improved access to the neighborhood.'
If these fears are justified and transit stations do increase neighborhood crime, this may counteract
one of the principal objectives of the new transit proposals: to reduce urban sprawl by attractingpopulation and employment to station areas. Crime has been found to strongly affect the intrametropolitan location decisions of firms and households (Mills 1992; Cullen and Levitt 1999; Bollinger
and Ihlanfeldt 2000). Hence if station-induced crime is a reality, station openings may worsen, rather
than mitigate, urban sprawl. In addition, to achieve transit-orienteddevelopment, significant subsidies
may be required to offset the cost of crime.
There are reasons to believe, however, that the opening of a rail station may actually cause
neighborhood crime to fall, rather than rise. Although the station may increase access to the
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Typical of these fears are those expressedby residentsof this paper'sstudy area(Atlanta,Georgia).For example,Atlanta
residentSteveSpellmanwas quotedin Pendered(1997) as havingsaid,"HavingMARTA[rail]increasesthe chancesof crime.
Thecriminalscan get off the trainandbreakintoyourhomeandget backonto the train.I don'tthinkthat'sas likelyto happen
on buses, wherethey have to walk past the driverto get on board."
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neighborhood by outside criminals, it may also induce criminals living within the neighborhood to
commit their crimes elsewhere by lowering commuting costs between the home neighborhood and
other neighborhoods. Moreover, the station may increase the job accessibility of neighborhood residents, especially that of crime-prone youth, thereby increasing the opportunity cost of crime. Hence
the net effect of rail transit on neighborhood crime can be either positive or negative, depending on
the relative magnitudes of the above three factors.
This paper provides some rare evidence on the relationship between rail transit and
neighborhood crime. First, the economic model of crime is extended by adding a spatial dimension:
criminals are mobile across neighborhoods and commit their crimes where net returnsare the highest.
Based upon this spatial model of crime, estimable models of neighborhood crime are developed,
which include the percentages of the neighborhood served by rail transit as an explanatory variable.
To estimate these models, a unique panel database for the Atlanta region that includes four
consecutive years of crime data for each of 206 census tracts is used. With these data, neighborhood
crime models are estimated for total crime and separately by crime category (property crime versus
violent crime) using both fixed effects (FE) and random effects (RE) models.
The results show that rail stations have a statistically significant effect on neighborhood crime
and that the effect varies with three characteristicsof the neighborhood: median income level, density
of poverty, and average distance to poor people living outside the neighborhood. The mix of
characteristics found within central city neighborhoods has resulted in transit increasing crime there,
whereas in the suburbs transit has reduced crime in white neighborhoods and has had no effect on
crime in black neighborhoods. The results suggest that the fears expressed by suburban residents
over station-induced neighborhood crime are unfounded and that extensions of rail transit into the
suburbs will not cause furtherdecentralization of population and employment. However, to maximize
transit-oriented development around central city stations, greater police surveillance within transit
neighborhoods may be necessary.

2. Literature Review
Only four studies provide evidence on whether rail stations increase neighborhood crime, with
findings evenly split against and in favor of the hypothesis that transit causes crime. In a study of the
Baltimore Metro system, Plano (1993) looked at trends in crime rates for neighborhoods surrounding
three rail stations using data from years just before and just after the stations opened, comparing these
to trends in crime rates for Baltimore County as a whole. No significant relationship was found
between the trends in crime rates and the opening of the rail stations. However, there were no controls
for other factors that might have affected crime rates.
In a study of the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) system, Poister (1996)
also looked at time series data of criminal activity near rail stations before and after station opening
dates. The study considered only two contiguous stations on the same section of the rail line, using
neighborhood and county monthly crime data over a four year period. The poststation period was
limited to just 18 months. The graphical "event study" depiction of neighborhood crime rates before
and after the station openings showed little or no overall impact on crime rate trends in the
neighborhoods surroundingthe stations. A simple regression model attempting to measure changes in
the overall trend in crime rates near the stations both before and after the station opening dates also
offered little evidence to support the hypothesis that rail stations cause an increase in local crime.
However, like Plano (1993), Poister (1996) used only the opening dates of the stations to explain
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changes in crime rate trends, ignoring other explanatory factors that may have been correlated with
these dates.
Bowes and Ihlanfeldt (2001) also used Atlanta data to estimate a simple neighborhood crime
model that served as an auxiliary equation to their hedonic price analysis of the impact of MARTA
rail stations on residential property values. The crime model was used to estimate the indirect effects
that stations may have on the values of nearby properties by attracting criminal activity to station
areas. In their basic model, Bowes and Ihlanfeldt (2001) found that the density of neighborhood crime
is higher in those census tracts whose centroids are within a quartermile of a station. However, in
a model containing interactions, the latter effect was found to vary with neighborhood income,
distance from downtown, and whether the station had a parking lot.2
Finally, Block and Block (2000) mapped reported street robberies (actual and attempted) on
Chicago's Northeast Side and within the Bronx borough of New York City. For both of these places
they found that there was a strong relationship between street robbery and propinquity to a rapid
transit station. The number of robberies tended to peak a few blocks away from the stations.

3. A Spatial Economic Model of Crime
The economic model of crime (Becker 1968) is aspatial in the sense that all crimes are assumed
to be committed by residents of the home community. This assumption is untenable if the objective is
to explain neighborhood crime when criminals are mobile across neighborhoods. In this section
a simple model that adds a spatial dimension to the standardcrime model is presented. The objectives
are twofold. The first objective is to identify those factors that account for differences in the amount of
property crime across neighborhoods. The model is also relevant to that subset of violent crimes that
are economically motivated. The second objective is to relate these factors to the percentage of the
neighborhood that is served by rail transit.
Consider the average resident (R) of neighborhood H. Assume that within a given time period,
he must decide whether he will commit a crime and whether this crime will be committed within the
home neighborhood. The joint probability that he is a criminal and commits his crime in H equals the
marginal probability that he is a criminal times the conditional probability that he commits the crime
in the home neighborhood given that he is a criminal:
=

R(C) X PR(H I C).

(1)

The factors that determine the marginal probability are identified by the standardcrime model. In this
model, the expected net return (n) from committing a crime is defined as the expected payoff (w)
minus the direct cost incurred in committing the crime (c) minus the product of the probability of
apprehension and conviction (p) and the prospective penalty if convicted (f):
= w - c - pf.

(2)

The expected net returnfrom committing a crime can be defined separately for a crime committed by
the resident within his home neighborhood (T7H) and outside his home neighborhood (rco):

2

Although this paper relies on some of the same data as Bowes and Ihlanfeldt (2001), there is little similarity between their
models and the models estimated here. The latter are based on a stronger theoretical underpinning and include a more refined
set of both crime measures and explanatory variables. In addition, Bowes and Ihlanfeldt (2001) do not investigate differences in
rail transit's effect on crime between central city and suburban neighborhoods, which is a major focus of the current paper.
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rH = WH -PHf,

o=

(3)

wo - Pof -to,

(4)

where c is limited to the costs of commuting to the crime (to), which are assumed to be negligible if
the crime is committed within the home neighborhood. The resident will be a criminal if the maximum
expected net return from crime exceeds the benefit of being law-abiding, which equals foregone
expected earnings in legitimate activity (e) net of jourey-to-work costs (j) plus the monetary
equivalent of the psychic return from good citizenship (g):
max(H,

o)

> e -j + g.

(5)

Given that Equation 5 is satisfied, the resident who is a criminal will commit his crime in H only if the
expected net return from crime is higher there than elsewhere:
7H > 70o.

(6)

Equation 5 defines the variables that affect the marginal probability, whereas Equation 6 defines
the variables that affect the conditional probability. Together these are the variables that affect the
joint probability:3
pR

=f(WH,

Wo,pH,Po,

to, e,j, g).

(7)

Although the above model adds a spatial dimension to the economic model of crime, Equation 7
provides limited guidance on how this dimension might be incorporated into an empirical model,
since it is unclear how to operationalize the concept "outside the home neighborhood." To further
refine the spatial dimension of the model, it is assumed that to is proportional to travel time. Travel
time is equal to distance times the inverse of the speed of travel. Two implications can be drawn from
this assumption. First, expected net returns to crime outside the home neighborhood rise as crime
targets with higher payoffs or lower probabilities of apprehension are found closer to the home
neighborhood. Second, net returns will also rise if travel times decline, holding distances constant.4
These implications suggest that Equation 7 be rewritten as
H = f(H,

PH, e,j, g, AH, SH),

(8)

where AH is the proximity to high payoff crimes (net of expected penalties) outside the home
neighborhood, and SH is the speed of travel from H to other neighborhoods.5 The total amount of
crime in H committed by residents equals pR times the number of residents.
3 Because the
study area includes only neighborhoods located within the same state, f can be treated as a spatial constant and
therefore excluded from Equation 7. However, the two counties included in the area do have their own judicial circuit courts, and
sentences may vary between these courts. To the extent that perceived differences in f between the two counties that arise
because of differences in sentencing are time invariant, they are controlled for the estimated models. If intercounty perceptions of
fchange over the four years covered by the panel, this will bias the estimated effects of rail transit on crime density only if these
changes are correlated with the census tract measure of transit access. There are no obvious reasons to expect this correlation.
4 Higher travel times may reduce net expected payoffs for reasons other than the direct costs associated with travel. For example,
Glaeser and Sacerdote (1996) note that the probability of arrest may vary directly with travel time: the longer it takes to return
to a safe haven after committing a crime, the higher the probability of apprehension. Other reasons the probability of arrestmay
vary directly with travel time are (i) criminals may have less knowledge of distant areas, making it more difficult to escape; and
(ii) criminals may be more recognizable as nonresidents in neighborhoods more distant from home.
5 The model assumes that there is substitution between crime committed at home and crime committed other
places so that rail
access will reduce local crime. There is the possibility that a home criminal could continue to commit as many crimes within
the home neighborhood as before rail access, and after his neighborhood obtains rail access also commit crimes in other
neighborhoods. The assumption that there is spatial substitution by the home criminal is reasonable as long as time is
considered a binding constraint.
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Cnmes in H are also committedby outsiders.The joint probabilitythatthe averageoutsideris
a cnminaland commitshis cnme in H is
(9)

PH= P°(C) X P°(H I C).

As is true for a resident,an outsiderwill be a cnminalonly if the expectednet returnfromcnme
exceedsthe benefitof beinglaw abiding.However,the factorsthatdeterminethe marginalprobability
[P°(C)] that the averageoutsideris a cnminal are constantacross neighborhoods.Hence only the
factorsthat determinethe conditionalprobability[P°(H | C)] are relevant.6Given that the average
outsideris a cnminal,the cnme will occurin H only if the expectedpayoffnet of expectedpenalties
and commutingcosts is highertherethanelsewhere:
WH-PHf-tH

> WO-POf

to.

(10)

This conditionimpliesthatP°(H IC) will varyinverselywithPHand directlywith WH.P°(H IC) Wi11
also varydirectlywith the proximityof H to the averageoutsidecriminal(N) andthe speedof travel
to H fromotherneighborhoods,becauseeach of these factorsincreasenet returnsfromcrimein H by
decreasingtH.78 Thus,
P°(H | C) =t(pH,

WH,

NH,SH)

(11)

The totalamountof crimein H committedby outsidecriminalsequalsP°(H \ C) timesthe numberof
outsidecriminals.
Thetotalamountof crimein H (CT) is the sumof thecnmes committedby residents(CR)andby
outsiders(C°):
CH= CH+ CH-

(12)

Hence collectingtogetherthe argumentsin Equations9 and 12 yields:9
SH,NH)
CH= f (i, e, g, WH)PH)AH)

(13)

Tulning to the effect of transiton neighborhoodcnme, the percentageof the neighborhood
served by rail transit (T) may affect CH by reducing the average journey-to-workcosts of
neighborhoodresidents(j) andby increasingthe averagespeedof travelbetweenlocationswithinH
andotherneighborhoods(SH).SuppressingH subscnpts,the partialdenvativeof neighborhoodcnme
with respectto transitcan be expressedas
DCT/0T= ACR/0SX AS/t3T+ t3C°/0S X AS/a3T+ ACR/0SX AC/0SX t3S/0T.

(14)

6 Another way to see this is that there is little difference in the stock of outside criminals from the perspective of any two

neighborhoods, assuming the community is composed of many small neighborhoods.
7 Each of the variables in Equation 11 is more precisely defined as the value of the variable in neighborhood H relative to other

neighborhoods. However, because H is one of many neighborhoods, the expected value outside of H can be treated as a constant.
8 The assumption that the average speed of travel from H to O is the same as from O to H implicitly assumes that the

transportationmode split is the same among residents leaving the neighborhood as for outsiders coming into the neighborhood.
The latter assumption is not necessary but is useful in simplifying the equations.
9 The number of neighborhood residents and the number of outside criminals do not appear in Equation 13 if neighborhoods all
have the same population and the number of outside criminals is roughly the same across neighborhoods. The latter is expected
if the community contains many neighborhoods. These conditions are approximated for the sample of neighborhoods used in
the empirical estimation.
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In the firsttermon the right-handside of Equation14, AS/0Tregistersthe effect on the averagespeed
of travelfrom locationsinside the neighborhoodto destinationsoutside the neighborhoodfrom an
increasein the percentageof the neighborhoodservedby transit.Transitincreasesthe averagespeed
of travelto otherneighborhoodsand therebyreducesthe probabilitythat the averageresidentwill
commithis crimein the home neighborhood.The firsttermis thereforenegativein sign. The second
termon the right-handside of Equation14 is the effect thattransithas on crimefromopeningup the
neighborhoodto outsidecriminals.As the percentageof the neighborhoodservedby transitincreases,
the averagespeed of travel from outside the neighborhoodto locations within the neighborhood
declines,whichcausesmorecrimeby outsiders.l°The secondtermis thereforepositivein sign. The
final termon the right-handside of Equation14 shows the effect of transiton the journey-to-work
costs of neighborhoodresidents.As more of the neighborhoodis served by transit,a greaterpercosts and thereby
centageof the neighborhood'sresidentsexperiencea decreasein journey-to-work
enhancedaccessibilityto jobs. This termhas a negative sign. Because the firstand thirdtermsof
Equation14 arenegativeandthe middletermis positive,the sign on ACT/Mis ambiguousandmust
be determinedby empiricalinvestigation.
The theoreticalmodel suggeststhatthe partialderivativeof neighborhoodcrimewith respectto
transitwill vary acrossneighborhoods,becausein Equation14 the magnitudesof DCR/0S, AC°/0S,
and DS/0T all vary. In the case of DCR/0S,if the expectedpayoff from crime within the home
neighborhood(WH)iS sufficientlyhigh, the expectednet returnfrom crime will remainhigherthere
than elsewhereeven if traveltimes decline to otherneighborhoods.Similarly,if expectedpayoffs
outsidethe home neighborhood(AH)are sufficientlylow, a reductionin traveltimes will not entice
residentsto committheircrimesoutsidethe homeneighborhood.On the otherhand,for a sufficiently
low valueof WHor a sufficientlyhigh valueof AH,the expectednet retuinfromcrimewill be higher
outside the home neighborhoodboth before and after a unit increase in SH. Hence the absolute
magnitudeof aCR/0S will be relativelysmallat low andat highvaluesof WHandAH,implyingdomeslopedrelationshipsbetween l0CR/0Slandeach of these variables.
if the expectedpayoff from crime in H (WH)iS sufficientlyhigh, the
In the case of AC°/0S,
outsidecriminalwill findthatthe expectednet returnfromcrimeis higherin H thanelsewhereboth
beforeand aftera unit increasein SH.Similarly,if the outsidecriminallives sufficientlyclose to H,
implyinga highvalueof NH,the expectednetreturnto crimewill be higherin H bothbeforeandafter
an increasein SH.On the otherhand,for a sufficientlylow valueof WHor NH(thelatterindicatingthe
criminallives a long distancefromH), the expectednet returnfromcrimewill be relativelylow in H
even after a reductionin traveltime to H. Again dome-slopedrelationshipsare impliedbetween
|0C°/0S| and WHandNH.
Finally,the absolutemagnitudeof dS/0T is expectedto be largerin poor neighborhoods.The
residentsin poorneighborhoodsaremoredependenton publictransit,so the availabilityof railtransit
causesa largerswitchfrombuses.Becausethetime savingsarelargergoing frombusto railthanfrom
autoto rail,the averageresidentof a poorneighborhoodexperiencesa relativelygreaterreductionin S
from an increasein T.

0 It may be difficult to see how reducing the average speed of travel between the home neighborhood and other neighborhoods
can cause both an increase in crime by outsiders and a reduction in crime by insiders. This can be seen by a simple example.
Assume that along a radial subway line there are three stations A, B, and C that are located at successively greater distances
from downtown. In the neighborhoods served by A, B, and C, expected payoffs to crime are poor, good, and excellent,
respectively. The existence of the rail line will cause criminals living in A's neighborhood to commit their crimes in B's
neighborhood and will cause criminals living in B's neighborhood to commit their crimes in C's neighborhood.
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4. Data and Empirical Model
Reported crimes at the census tract level are available for the City of Atlanta and DeKalb County
for the years 1991-1994. The City of Atlanta, which is mostly in Fulton County, shares a long
common boundary with DeKalb County on the city's east side. Together, Atlanta and DeKalb
represent the central most portion of the Atlanta region. In 1994, roughly 1 million people lived in the
206 census tracts found within the Atlanta/DeKalb area. Within this area there were 31 MARTA rail
stations in 1994.
Crimes include those tracked by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and labeled by
the FBI as "Part I crimes." These crimes are broken down into propertycrime (burglary,car theft, and
larceny) and violent crime (homicide, rape, assault, and robbery). Reported crimes committed on
MARTA station property for the same years represented in the crime panel were obtained from
MARTA. With the latter data, total, property, and violent neighborhood crimes net of crimes committed on station properties were computed.
In addition to the Atlanta/DeKalb area, a larger seven-county area is used in the construction of
some of the independent variables in order to avoid boundary effects and to represent the local labor
market.'1 This area includes the two central counties of Fulton and DeKalb as well as the five
surroundingcounties of Cobb, Douglas, Gwinnett, Clayton, and Rockdale. In addition to the crime data,
data from other sources are used in the construction of the independent variables, as noted in Table 1.
Means and standarddeviations for all variables can be found in the Appendix for the full sample of tracts
and separately for tracts containing and not containing a MARTA station impact area.12
With these data, versions of the following model are estimated:
+ vi + eit.
Cit = c + Xit_ 3 + Wi1990Y

(15)

The primarydependent variable is the density of crime (i.e., crimes per acre) within-tracti in year t for
one of the crime measures. Although the crime rate (number of crimes/population) is the more
commonly used crime measure, crime density is the more appropriate variable if the objective is
to explain the spatial distribution of crimes across neighborhoods.13'14However, for the sake of
comparison, both the crime density and the crime rate alternatively serve as the dependent variable in
the estimation of the FE models. Also, as noted below, the major conclusions of this study hold
regardless of whether the number of crimes is adjusted by the area or the population of the tract.
Because the interest is in the effect of rail access on crime in the area surroundingthe rail station, the
number of crimes committed on station property is subtractedfrom the total number of tract crimes in
1

By boundaryeffectsI am referringto the problemof measuringvariablesthatdescribeconditionsoutsidethe tract.Forthese
variables(specifically,the tract'sproximityto jobs or to poorpeople, as describedbelow), a largergeographicalareathatis
centeredon the studyareais required.The seven-countyAtlantaregionsatisfiesthis requirement.
12
A MARTAstationimpactareais a circlecenteredon the stationwith a quartermile radius.This is definedmorecompletely
below.
13 The
containnonresidential
crimetargets(e.g., commercialand
primaryproblemwiththecrimerateis thatmanyneighborhoods
industrialproperty),whichwill affectcrimedensity,but not the crimerate,in a consistentfashionacrosstracts.Thesenonvariables(see Table1) andarefoundto be highlysignificant.It is
residentialtargetsareincludedamongthe set of explanatory
also worthnoting that the primaryargumentfor using the crime rate-that it measuresthe individualresident'srisk of
level. As Harries(1981) notes,the reliabilityof the crimerateas an invictimization-is less defensibleat the neighborhood
dicatorof residents'probabilityof beingvictimizeddeclinesas the level of businessactivitywithintheneighborhood
expands.
14 The focus on crime density is also motivatedby previousresearch,which finds that the density of crime within the
neighborhoodhas an effect on residentialpropertyvalues that is three times larger than the effect producedby the
neighborhoodcrimerate(BowesandIhlanfeldt2001). In this 2001 paper,crimedensityhas the strongereffectbecauseit has
a greaterinfluenceon residents'perceptionsof whethera crimeproblemexists withintheirneighborhood.
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Table 1. Variable Descriptions
Variable

Time varying (X)
marta
jaccess
medinc
year 92-year 94
Time invariant (W)
distpoor
povden
under1519
under2024
hsgrads
stayers
vacant
population
blacks
retail
mfg
police
highway

Description

Source

Linkto
Theory

Percent of tract within quartermile
of rail station
Job accessibility of young men
Tract median income/$10,000
Year dummy variables

Map

j, S

ARC, PUMSa
Donnellyb

j
w, p

Average distance to poor people
Tract poverty density
Tract density of men age 15-19
Tract density of men age 20-24
Tract density of persons over 18
with high school diploma
Tract density of persons who have
lived in tract 5 or more years
Density of vacant housing
Tract population density
Tract black density
Tract retail employment density
Tract manufacturing employment density
Density of police officers in jurisdiction
containing tract
Tract with controlled access highway

Censusc
Census
Census
Census
Census

A, N
e, g
e, g
e, g
e, g

Census

p

Census
Census
Census
ARC
ARC
FBId

p
w, p
e, g
w
w, p
p

Map

S

a
ARC, AtlantaRegionalCommission;PUMS,PublicUse Micro-dataSample.
b
Donnelly Marketing,Inc. Donnelly's median income estimatesare updates of decennialcensus numbersobtainedvia
multivariatemodelingtechniquesthatutilizedatafromtelephonesurveysand secondaryresources.
c 1990 Censusof Populationand Housing,SummaryTape File 3A.
d
U.S. Departmentof Justice,FederalBureauof InvestigationUniformCrimeReports.Censustractsare assignedto a police
Softwarefromthe U.S. CensusBureau.
jurisdictionusing the MABLE/Geocorr

forming our dependent variables.15However, none of the conclusions of this study depend on making
this adjustment.
The values of the X variables vary over both space and time and are lagged one year. Lagging is
done for two reasons. First, agents acting at the beginning of the year do not have perfect foresight of
conditions later in the year. The discrete time intervals defining the data therefore dictate the use of
a one-year lag. Second, lagging reduces the potential for endogeneity of the independent variables to
bias the results. However, this concern is minimal in the case of rail access. The MARTA rail line as
presently configured was initially planned over 25 years ago. The phased implementation of the plan,
resulting in stations opening over the years 1979 to 2001, was necessitated by budgetary constraints.16

15

The readermaybe interestedin the amountof crimethatoccursat the rail stations.Forthe finalyearof the panel(1994), the
amountof reportedcrimecommittedon stationpropertyaveragedacrossthe 31 MARTAstationsequaled33 propertycrimes
andsix violentcrimes.Foreachcensustractcontaininga railstation,reportedstationcrimeswerecomputedas a percentageof
all reportedcrimescommittedwithinthe tract.On average,thispercentageis 8%forpropertycrimeand7%forviolentcrime.
16 To investigatewhetherour resultsmightbe biasedby endogeneitydespitethe use of one-yearlags, we also ranregressions
butthere
laggingall of the regressorstwo years.As expected,this increasedthe standarderrorsof ourestimatedparameters,
was little effect on the estimatedpartialderivativesreportedin Tables4 and 5.
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The W variables come primarily from the 1990 Census of Population and Housing and, as such, have
values that vary over tracts but not over time.17
Note that Equation 15 includes two errorterms: vi is tract-specific;it differs between tractsbut, for
any particular tract, its value is constant. It is included to account for crime-related unobserved
heterogeneity across tracts. eit is the "usual" residual with the usual properties. This error structure
necessitates the use of either a FE or RE model. The essential difference between these two estimators
is that RE is based upon variation in the data across and within tracts, whereas FE ignores variation
across tracts and relies solely on within-tractvariationto obtain its estimates. For short and wide panels
like the one used here, it is frequently the case that there is insufficient variation over time to obtain
precise parameterestimates with FE. In the present case, four MARTA rail stations opened over the
years covered by the crime panel, resulting in 9-20 tracts experiencing a change in rail transit access,
depending on the size of the rail station impact area (defined below). Hence there is variation in the key
test variable. However, the theory presented in section 3 indicates that the effect of rail access on
neighborhood crime depends on certain neighborhood characteristics.To capture these dependencies,
it is necessary that the rail access variable be interactedwith five different neighborhood descriptors, as
described in detail below. As discussed in section 6, all of these interaction terms are statistically
significant. The within-tractvariation of rail accessibility that is available within the crime panel is too
limited to reliably estimate the coefficients on rail access and all of its interactions with these other
variables, which precludes the use of FE. In fact, given the complexity of MARTA's effect on
neighborhood crime, even a much longer panel than the one we use would probably not resolve this
problem. Fortunately,however, by drawing upon the full variationin the data (both within and between
tracts), it is possible to estimate the MARTA parameterswith some confidence using RE. Because there
is sufficient within-tractvariation to estimate FE models that include a more limited set of interaction
variables, results from these models are also reported below.
The principal concern that arises when using RE is that the consistency of its estimates hinges
upon the orthogonality between vi and the regressors. Of course, it is also assumed, as in ordinaryleast
squares (OLS), that the regressors are uncorrelated with ei. Correlations between the regressors and
the error terms result from the omission of importantexplanatory variables from the model. Because
our models explain roughly 90% of the neighborhood's density of crime, we believe that it is unlikely
that an important variable has been omitted from our models. Additional support for the assumption
that vi is orthogonal to the regressors comes from conducting a Hausman (1978) test. As noted below,
the test results indicate that for all of our estimated crime models, the null hypothesis that vi and the
regressors are uncorrelated cannot be rejected at conventional levels of statistical significance.'8
The key explanatory variables entering Equation 15 are the neighborhood's access to a rail
station and the neighborhood variables that are interacted with the rail access variable. Rail access is
alternatively defined as the percentage of the tract within a quartermile, half mile, or three quartersof
a mile of a rail station. The results reported below use a circle with a quarter-mileradius as the rail
station impact area, because this variable (marta)provided the greatest explanatory power. The results,
however, are robust to the size of the impact area. The theory presented in section 3 indicates that the
17

All of the W variables identified in Table 1 are measured for 1990. Most of these variables are from the 1990 Census.
However, a number of the variables from other sources (police, retail, manufacturing) are available on an annual basis and
could have been treated as X variables. Yet there is almost no variation in these variables within tracts over the short time
period covered by the crime panel: In all cases the coefficient of variation of the deviation from the tract mean is less than one.
18 The Hausman test
only tests whether the X variables are uncorrelated with vi. The W variables are not tested. However, all of
the key variables (i.e., rail access and the interactions between rail access and the neighborhood descriptors) fall into the X
group of variables.
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effect of railtransitaccessibilityon neighborhoodcrimevariesnonlinearlywith w, N, andA. w is the
expectedpayoff to crimeinside the neighborhood.Althougha numberof the explanatoryvariables
proxy w, the measureof greatestinterestand arguablythe single proxymost highly correlatedwith
the criminal'strue expected bounty is the neighborhood'smedian income. Both residentialand
commercialloot tendto be highin neighborhoodswithhigherincomehouseholds.To capturetransit's
nonlineareffect with w, martais thereforeinteractedwith the medianincome of the neighborhood
and the squareof medianincome.A is the proximityof the neighborhoodto crime targetsoutside
the neighborhoodwith high expected payoffs (net of their expected penalty), whereasN is the
neighborhood'sproximityto outsidecriminals.BothA andN areproxiedby the distanceof the tract
to poorpeople.Thisis basedon the expectationthatif poorpeoplesurroundthe tract,A will tendto be
low, whereasN will tend to be high.l920The distanceto the poor is measuredfor tracti as
distpoori=

E

poorjX dij)

( 16)

j=l

wherepoorjis thefractionof theseven-countyregion'spovertypopulationlivingin tractj,anddijis the
distancein milesbetweenthecentersof tractsi andj. To capturetransit'snonlineareffectwithN andA,
martais interactedwithdistpooranddistpoorsquared.2lFinally,thetheorysuggeststhatrailaccesswill
increasethe opportunitycost of crimemorewithinthoseneighborhoodswith higherdensitiesof poor
people.To capturethis effect,martais interactedwiththe densityof povertywithinthe neighborhood.
Amongthe remainderof the explanatoryvariablesdefinedin Table 1, only the constructionof
the neighborhood'saccess to jobs (jaccess)is sufficientlycomplicatedto requirefurthercomment.
measuresof
This variableis based on Raphael(1998), who shows that employment-growth-based
committedby
job access are superiorto alteinativemeasures.Becausecrimesaredisproportionately
young men,jaccess measuresthe growthin jobs suitablefor 16- to 24-year-oldmen:
J

jaccessit=

K

E

Eajk X GjktX exp(-],diy),

j=l

k=l

(17)

whereGjktis the changein employmentwithinindustryk in tractj duringyear t; ajk is the estimated
fractionof jobs withinindustryk andtractj suitablefor men aged 16 to 24; dijis the distancein miles
betweenthe centroidsof neighborhoodsi andj; and Y is the "distance-decay"function.The latter
serves to place more weight on job openingslocatedcloser to home.22Estimatesof Gjktare based
on the annualcensus tract employmentestimatesprovidedby the AtlantaRegional Commission
(ARC).23The ajk come froma matrixformedfromthe 1990 PublicUse Micro-dataSample(PUMS)

20

21

22

23

Expectedpayoffs are higher in neighborhoodscontainingnonpoorpeople. Expectedpenaltiesare also higher in these
Therefore,A will
neighborhoodsbecausegreaterinvestmentsin privateprotectionincreasethe probabilityof apprehension.
increasewith the averagedistanceto poorpeople only if expectedpayoffsrise morerapidlythanexpectedpenalties.
Forsome recentevidence,see Center
A strongcorrelationbetweencrimeandpovertyis a consistentfindingin the literature.
for UrbanPovertyand Social Change,Case WesternReserveUniversity,http://povertycenter.cwru.edu.
BecauseaC°/0S andaCR/0S haveoppositesigns in thetheoreticalmodel,the expectedsignson martaX distpoorandmartaX
distpoor2areambiguousand the estimatedsigns will dependon the relativestrengthsof the two effects.
gravitymodel is commonlyestimatedto isolate the effect of distanceon
To obtainan estimateof , a trip-distribution
youth labor mobility.Because commutingdata at the tract level are not availablefor Atlantayouth,
intrametropolitan
Raphael's(1998) automobiletraveltime-basedestimateof Y for San Franciscoyouth was convertedinto a miles-based
estimatefor Atlantayouth.
ARC's censustractemploymentestimates,which areprovidedseparatelyfor each of eightmajorindustrygroups,arebased
on firm-levelES-202 unemploymentinsurancedatafromthe GeorgiaDepartmentof Labor.ARC researcheseach firmand
assigns its jobs to individual tracts. Noncovered employmentis accounted for by directly surveying noncovered
.
establishments
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Table 2. Fixed Effects Models
Total Crime
Density

marta

0.0717
(1.09)a

marta X medinc
marta X medinc2
medinc
medinc2
jaccess
Year 1992
Year 1993
Year 1994
Constant
R2
a

0.0350
(3.94)
-0.0086
(3.45)
0.0261
(0.26)
-0.0021
(0.26)
-0.0006
(2.52)
0.1100
(1.81)
0.1843
(2.26)
0.1559
(1.52)
1.0002
(4.03)
0.105

Total Crime
Rate

Property
Crime Density

Property
Crime Rate

Violent
Crime Density

Violent
Crime Rate

0.0119
(2.49)
0.0124
(5.87)
-0.0027
(4.55)
0.0004
(0.02)
0.0000
(0.00)
-0.0002
(3.56)
0.0155
(1.07)
0.0444
(2.27)
0.507
(2.06)
0.2207
(3.71)
0.006

0.0100
(1.08)
0.0180
(4.39)
-0.0044
(3.85)
-0.0123
(0.26)
0.0004
(0.13)
-0.0005
(4.05)
0.0550
(1.96)
0.1013
(2.68)
0.1012
(2.14)
0.736
(6.41)
0.282

0.0125
(2.92)
0.0118
(6.19)
-0.0024
(4.55)
-0.0027
(0.12)
0.0002
(0.13)
-0.0002
(3.50)
0.0084
(0.64)
0.0328
(1.48)
0.0422
(1.92)
0.1808
(3.39)
0.001

0.0117
(0.87)
0.0170
(2.84)
-0.0042
(2.48)
0.0384
(0.57)
-0.0025
(0.48)
-0.0002
(0.96)
0.0548
(1.34)
0.0830
(1.51)
0.0546
(0.79)
0.2663
(1.59)
0.027

0.0006
(0.74)
0.0007
(1.91)
-0.0003
(2.78)
0.0031
(0.75)
-0.0002
(0.06)
-0.0001
(2.46)
0.0071
(2.86)
0.0115
(3.45)
0.0085
(2.02)
0.0398
(3.92)
0.206

Absolute value of t-statistic in parentheses.

for Atlanta. This matrix contains eight industry rows (the same industry groups used by ARC) and
seven county columns (those forming the broader Atlanta region identified above). Within each cell
the percentage of jobs held by 16- to 24-year-old men without college degrees was computed from the
PUMS. The multiplication of Gjkt by ajk therefore provides an estimate of the number of new jobs in
a particularindustry within a tract located in a particularcounty that are available to (and taken by)
young men.

5. Fixed Effects Models
The means and standarddeviations of all of the variables are presented in the Appendix. Separate
sets of statistics are reported for the full sample of tracts, tracts with rail access (marta > 0), and tracts
without rail access (marta = 0). Neighborhoods with rail access have higher crime, lower median
incomes, and higher densities of blacks, poor people, and retail and manufacturingemployment than
neighborhoods without rail access. These results are not surprising because Atlanta's demographic
and employment gradients are typical of a large metropolitan area (Muth 1969), and MARTA tracts
are, on average, located closer to the metropolitan center than non-MARTA tracts.
The FE models include the rail access variable (marta) along with its interactions with the
median income of the neighborhood (marta X medinc) and its square (marta X medinc2). Also
included are the rest of the time-varying variables (see Table 1). Results are reported in Table 2 for
total crime, property crime, and violent crime using both the density of crime and the crime rate as
dependent variables. For all six models, the three marta variables are jointly significant at the 1%
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Figure 1. PartialDerivative of PropertyCrime Density with Respect to Rail Access as a Functionof Neighborhood
Income

level, which indicates that rail access has a statistically significant effect on neighborhood crime. In all
cases this effect is found to vary nonlinearly with the median income of the neighborhood-the
estimated coefficient on marta X medinc is positive and significant-whereas the estimated coefficient
on marta X medinc2 is negative and significant. To visualize how the crime effect of rail access
depends on neighborhood income, the partial derivative of property crime density (property crime
rate) with respect to rail access is graphed as a function of median income (see Figure 1 and Figure
2).24 There is little difference between the crime density and crime rate graphs. For crime density, the
partial derivative is a small negative number below 6,500, between $6,500 and $33,000 it is a positive
number that peaks at $20,000, and above $33,000 it becomes increasingly negative. These results,
which parallel those reportedbelow for the RE models, suggest that rail access has opposite effects on
central city versus suburbanneighborhoods. In the typical central city neighborhood (median income
in 1994 = $24,799), rail access has a positive effect on crime, whereas in the typical suburban
neighborhood (median income in 1994 = $41,084), rail access reduces crime.25
The FE models also show that median income has no effect of its own on crime and that better
access to jobs suitable for young men reduces crime. These results are also consistent with those
reported below from the RE models.

24
25

The graphsfor totalandviolentcrimeare highly similarto those for propertycrime.
The resultsreportedin Table2 use a quartermile as the rail stationimpactarea.Using this variable,nine neighborhoods
experienceda changein rail access over the panelperiod.These neighborhoodsrepresenteda wide rangeof incomelevels
(meanmedianincome= $25,479 with a standarddeviationof $10,527).FE modelswerealso estimatedusing a halfmile and
threequartersof a mile as the size of the impactarea.Usingthesevariables,13 and20 neighborhoods
experienceda changein
rail access, respectively.Thereis little differencebetweenthe resultsusing these largerimpactareasand those reportedin
Table2.
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Figure 2. Partial Derivative of Property Crime Rate with Respect to Rail Access as a Function of Neighborhood Income

6. Random Effects Models
The RE models include the full set of rail access interactions (marta X povden, marta X medinc,
marta X medinc2, marta X distpoor, and marta X distpoor2) as well as both the time-varying (X) and
time-invariant (W) control variables. Table 3 reports the results from estimating total crime, property
crime, and violent crime RE models using the density of crime as the dependent variable.26 In all
cases, RE is supported by the Breusch and Pagan (1980) Lagrange multiplier test for RE, a test that
var(vi) = 0 (see the bottom of Table 3).27 The Hausman test results indicate that the null hypothesis of

26

27

As argued in section 4, crime density is preferred over the crime rate as the dependent variable given that we are interested in
explaining the spatial distribution of crime across neighborhoods. The correct specification of a crime rate model would
include different definitions of the time-invariant variables than those employed in the crime density model. However, it is
worth noting that simply substituting the crime rate for the crime density in the RE models yields results that are consistent
with our conclusion that rail access increases crime within the central city but reduces crime in the suburbs.
As noted in section 4, the RE estimator draws on variation in the data both across and within tracts in obtaining its estimates,
whereas the FE estimator relies solely on within-tract variation. A third estimator that can be used with panel data is the
between estimator (BE). BE relies solely on cross-sectional variation within the data and amounts to regressing the annual
mean level of crime for each tract on the annual means of the independent variables. A comparison of results between RE and
BE models indicates the relative importance of between versus within-tract variation in generating the RE estimates. The more
the RE estimates are based on within-tract variation in the data, the stronger the case that they reflect true causality. In the BE
models, marta and its interactions with the neighborhood variables are jointly significant at the 1% level in the total, property,
and violent crime equations. However, the precision of the estimated coefficients on the individual variables is substantially
greater with the RE models than with the BE models. In the BE models, only one of the six rail access variables is statistically
significant in any of the models: the interaction between marta and povden is significant at the 5% level in the total and violent
crime models and is significant at the 10% level in the property crime model. The weaker results obtained for the BE models
suggests that within-tract variation plays an important role in generating the RE estimates.
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Table 3. Random Effects Models

marta
martaX povden
martaX medinc
martaX medinc2
marta X distpoor
marta X distpoor2
povden
medinc
medinc2
distpoor
distpoor2
jaccess
population
blacks
retail
mfg
police

Total Crime
Density

Property Crime
Density

Violent Crime
Density

0.5567
(1.57)a
-0.0018
(2.25)
0.0228
(3.19)
-0.0062
(3.22)
-0.0878
(1.45)
0.0033
(1.31)
0.1727
(2.68)
-0.0230
(0.30)
0.0033
(0.51)
-0.3018
(2.91)
0.0083
(2.85)
-0.0007
(2.95)
-0.0028
(0.03)
0.0955
(2.50)
0.5915
(17.79)
0.1637
(5.35)
-10.3249

0.3705
(1.52)
-0.0015
(2.38)
0.0160
(4.27)
-0.0040
(3.91)
-0.0592
(1.44)
0.0023
(1.34)
0.0345
(0.71)
-0.0361
(0.87)
0.0027
(0.80)
-0.2627
(3.36)
0.0072
(3.27)
-0.0005
(4.39)
-0.0197
(0.32)
0.0721
(2.50)
0.5320
(20.97)
0.1023
(4.37)
-6.7378

0.1338
(1.05)
-0.0005
(1.92)
0.0008
(0.23)
-0.0010
(1.11)
-0.0196
(0.88)
0.0007
(0.76)
0.1413
(6.63)
0.0320
(0.92)
-0.0008
(0.28)
-0.0476
(1.37)
0.0013
(1.39)
-0.0002
(1.40)
0.0138
(0.53)
0.0267
(2.11)
0.0628
(5.79)
0.0618
(6.22)
-3.3479

(1.18)

males 1519
males2O24
hsgrads
stayers
vacant
highway
Year 1992
Year 1993

-0.1970
(0.96)
-0.1459
(0.59)
0.0127
(0.17)
-0.0356
(0.063)
0.2633
(7.59)
0.0584
(0.60)
0.1317
(2.22)
0.2100
(2.62)

(1.01)

-0.1389
(0.89)
-0.1355
(0.72)
0.0321
(0.58)
-0.0165
(0.38)
0.0970
(3.66)
0.0493
(0.67)
0.0634
(2.28)
0.145
(2.98)

(1.17)

-0.0744
(1.12)
0.0081
(0.10)
-0.0172
(0.72)
-0.0209
(1.13)
0.1653
(14.62)
0.0138
(0.44)
0.0681
(1.76)
0.0973
(1.87)
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Table 3. Continued

Year 1994
Constant
R2
B & pb
HausmanC

Total Crime
Density

Property Crime
Density

Violent Crime
Density

0.1964
(1.96)
2.3250
(2.49)

0.1172
(7.49)
2.1540
(3.04)

0.0779
(1.21)
0.1850
(0.59)

0.890
379
92

0.888
762
11

0.878
11
16

a Absolute value of t-statistic in parentheses.
b Breusch and
Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects. Test statistic is distributed x2 with one degree of freedom.

c Hausman's

specification test. Test statistic is distributed x2 with eleven degrees of freedom.

no correlation between vi and the regressors cannot be rejected in the property and violent crime
models, which supports the appropriateness of the RE estimator.28
The results confirm that the effect of rail transit access on neighborhood crime varies with the
characteristics of the neighborhood. In the total and property crime equations, the interaction
between marta and povden is statistically significant at the 5% level. This interaction is not quite
significant at the 5% level in the violent crime equation. In the total and property crime equations,
the interactions marta X medinc and marta X medinc2 are significant at the 1% level. Also in these
equations, the interactions marta X distpoor and marta X distpoor2 are individually significant at just
below the 10% level and are jointly significant at the 5% level. These results are consistent with the
expectation that the crime effects of rail transit accessibility vary nonlinearly with the median
income of the neighborhood and the neighborhood's average distance to poor people. However, in
the violent crime equations none of the medinc or distpoor interactions are individually or jointly
significant.29
Because the effect of rail access on crime varies with neighborhood variables, partial derivatives
of crime density with respect to rail access were computed for combinations of three values of medinc
($10,000; $30,000; and $50,000); three value of distpoor (10, 13, and 16 miles); and three values of
povden (0, 4, and 8), yielding a total of 27 combinations. The three values used for each variable
roughly equal the mean of each variable and one standarddeviation above and below the mean. These
partial derivatives and their levels of statistical significance are reported in Table 4 for total crime
density and property crime density.30
First note that rail access is found to increase neighborhood crime in those neighborhoods
located close to poor people (distpoor = 10), except if the neighborhood is a high-income
28 For the total crime model, the null hypothesis is rejected, but only because of a large difference between the estimated
coefficients on medinc2 between the RE and FE models. The Hausman test is based on the idea that if vi is uncorrelated with
the regressors, then the coefficients that are estimated on the time-varying variables should not statistically differ between the
FE and RE models. In both of these models, medinc2 is highly insignificant, but the difference in the coefficients is marginally
significant; hence the rejection of the null hypothesis. Excluding medinc2 from the RE model has no effect on the results and
causes the Hausman test statistic to become insignificant.
29 The weaker results for violent crime are not unexpected, since our theoretical model applies to only these violent crimes that
are economically motivated.
30 To determine whether a
partial derivative is significantly different from zero, the variance of each estimate was computed
using the statistical formula for the variance of a sum of random variables (Mood, Graybill, and Boes 1974, p.178). This
formula accounts for the covariances between the betas retrieved from the variance-covariance matrix of the estimators.
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neighborhood (medinc = $50,000).3' These positive effects are statistically significant, except at the
highest density of poverty. Among neighborhoods that are not close to the poor, rail access is found
either not to have a statistically significant effect on crime or to have a negative and statistically
significant effect. The absolute magnitudes of the latter effects are largest where povden and medinc
are at their maximum values (8 and $50,000). These results suggest that if a neighborhood is located
away from poor people, the tendencies of rail transit accessibility to cause criminals living in the
neighborhood to commit their crimes elsewhere and to cause less crime by enhancing the job mobility
of neighborhood residents either offset or dominate the tendency for crime to rise due to the
importation of outside criminals.
The partialderivatives in Table 4 were computed for hypothetical combinations of neighborhood
characteristics that are in some cases common but in other cases rare or even nonexistent among
the sample of census tracts. In order to investigate transit's effects on actual neighborhoods, partial
derivatives were also computed for representativeneighborhoods with rail access. Four representative
neighborhoods are used: central city black, central city white, suburban black, and suburbanwhite.32
The characteristics of each type of neighborhood can be found in Table 5. In addition to estimating
partial derivatives of crime density with respect to rail access, elasticities were computed at the point
of means within each type of neighborhood. Results are reported in Table 5.
For the white suburban neighborhood, all three partial derivatives are negative, and the two
measuring total crime and violent crime are statistically significant at the 5% level. (The property
crime partial derivative is significant at about the 15% level). The estimated elasticities suggest that
the magnitude of the effects are nontrivial. For example, the elasticity of neighborhood crime density
with respect to rail access is 0.70.33
For the black suburban neighborhood, all three partial derivatives are again negative. However,
the effects are smaller than those observed for the white suburban neighborhood, and none are
statistically significant.
Standing in sharp contrast to the finding that transit access reduces crime in the white suburban
neighborhood are the results obtained for the white and black central city neighborhoods: all partial
derivatives are positive and all are statistically significant, except for the violent crime partial
derivative for the white neighborhood. Although the elasticities are substantially smaller than those
estimated for the white suburban neighborhood, they are not trivial in magnitude. For example, the
total crime elasticities are 0.170 and 0.149 for the black and white central city neighborhoods,
respectively.
The results reported above suggest that, within the representative white suburban neighborhood
with rail access, transit's negative effects on neighborhood crime (exportation of resident criminals
and residents' improved job accessibility) dominate its positive effect (the importation of outside
criminals), whereas within the representative central city neighborhoods the positive effect is
dominant. The simple explanation for the contrasting results obtained for central city and suburban

31 Keepin mindthatdistpooris the averagedistanceto poorpeopledefinedover the entireseven-countyAtlantaregion.Hence

distpoor= 10 does not mean that the poor live 10 miles away. It is generallythe case thatfor tractswith distpoor= 10,
borderingtractshavehighpovertyrates(in excess of 20%),whichindicatesmanypoorpeoplelive in adjacentneighborhoods.
32 The
is obtainedby takinga weightedaverageof the threeneighborhood
characteristics
thataffect
representative
neighborhood
rail access' effect on crime.Weightsequaledthe percentageof the neighborhoodwith rail access. A white neighborhood
is
definedas havingmorethan50%white residents.Medianincomeis measuredfor the last yearof the panel (1994).
33 The elasticityis especiallylargefor violentcrime,where a 1%increasein rail access reducesthe densityof violentcrime
withinthe neighborhood
by about4%.The largesize of this elasticityprimarilyreflectsthe factthatthe base level of violent
crimeis low in white suburbanneighborhoods.
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Table 4. Implied Partial Derivatives of Neighborhood Crime Density with Respect to Rail Access
Tract Median
Income

$10,000

Density of
Poverty

10

0
4
8
0
4
8
0
4
8

0.024*
0.017*
0.010
-0.012
-0.019
-0.026
0.011
0.004
-0.003

0.016*
0.010*
0.005
-0.005
-0.011
-0.017
0.013
0.007
0.002

0
4
8
0
4
8
0
4
8

0.021*
0.014**
0.006
-0.015
-0.022
-0.030**
0.008
0.001
-0.007

0.016*
0.010*
0.004
-0.006
-0.012
-0.017
0.013
0.007
0.001

0
4
8
0
4
8
0
4
8

-0.032
-0.040
-0.047**
-0.068*
-0.076*
-0.083*
-0.045
-0.053
-0.060

-0.016
-0.022
-0.028**
-0.038*
-0.044*
-0.050*
-0.020
-0.025
-0.031

13

16

$30,000

10

13

16

$50,000

10

13

16

Total Crime
Density

Property Crime
Density

Distance to
Poor

*, ** Indicates that implied partial derivative is significant at the 1% and 5% levels by a 2-tailed test, respectively.

neighborhoods comes from Table 4, which shows that the key factor in determining whether rail
access will increase or decrease neighborhood crime is the neighborhood's average distance to poor
people. As this distance increases, fewer outside criminals come into the neighborhood using rail
transit, allowing the negative effects to overcome the positive effect.34
Although the relative magnitudes of the two negative effects that cause rail access to reduce
crime in the suburbs cannot be determined with the available data, the most reasonable scenario is that
crime declines primarily because rail access expands the employment opportunities of neighborhood
residents, especially crime-prone youth who are heavily dependent on public transit.35That this is the
case is supported by the results obtained with the variable that measures young men's proximity to
jobs (jaccess): increases in jaccess are found to strongly reduce the density of neighborhood crime.
34 Table 4 also explains the larger absolute values of the partial derivatives estimated for the white suburban neighborhood in
comparison with the black suburban neighborhood. Although each neighborhood is approximately the same distance from
poor people, median income is about $7,500 higher in the white neighborhood. As illustrated in Table 4, transit reduces crime
more in higher income neighborhoods.
35
A referee of this paper suggested that rail access may also reduce crime in the suburbs if fewer crime-prone families choose to
live in neighborhoods containing rail access.
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Table 5. The Effect of Rail Access on Representative Neighborhoods

Black citya

White cityb

Black suburbsc

White suburbsd

Total Crime
Density

Property Crime
Density

Violent Crime
Density

0.016e
(3.59)f
[0.170]g
0.012
(2.14)
[0.149]
-0.016
(1.22)
[0.453]
-0.027
(2.03)
[0.696]

0.010
(3.06)
[0.147]
0.010
(2.67)
[0.158]
-0.006
(0.74)
[0.229]
-0.013
(1.49)
[0.359]

0.005
(3.24)
[0.189]
0.001
(0.36)
[0.043]
-0.006
(1.25)
[0.81]
-0.010
(1.99)
[3.913]

a Black city: medinc = $14,896, distpoor= 10.16 miles, povden = 5.02.
b White
city: medinc = $30,526, distpoor= 10.27 miles, povden = 1.25.
c Black suburbs: medinc = $28,705, distpoor= 13.26 miles, povden = 0.89.
d
White suburbs: medinc = $36,168, distpoor = 12.92 miles, povden = 0.62.
e
Implied partial derivative.
f Absolute value of t-statistic in parentheses.
g Elasticity evaluated at the means for the area in brackets.

Hence regardless of whether job opportunities are improved by reducing the distance to jobs or by
reducing the time it takes to get to jobs, the effect is to increase the opportunity cost of crime among
young offenders.
There is, however, an alternative explanation for the suburban results: more police resources
be
allocated to those neighborhoods with rail access, which may cause crime to be lower within
may
these neighborhoods. Allocating more resources to transit neighborhoods may be law enforcement
officials' response to neighborhood residents' concerns over station-induced crime. To investigate this
hypothesis, tract arrestrates were computed for each of the years of the crime panel for the suburban
portion of the sample (i.e., DeKalb County).36 The tract arrest rate (AR), defined as the number of
arrests for crimes committed in the neighborhood divided by the total number of reported crimes
committed in the neighborhood, was regressed on the lagged value of the tract crime density (CD) and
the lagged value of the percentage of the tract within a quartermile of a transit station (marta). The
results are as follows (t-statistics in parentheses):
ARt = 0.230 + 0.115 CDt-_ + 0.004 martat_l R2 = 0.080
n = 276
(4.73)
(1.24)
F(2,273)

= 12.

Although marta has the expected positive sign, its estimated coefficient is not statistically significant.
The results therefore provide little support for the alternative explanation for the suburbanresults.
Finally, there are the results obtained with the control variables. Six variables are remarkable
in their effects. The densities of poverty, black population, retail employment, manufacturingemployment, and vacant housing all have positive and statistical significant effects on total neighborhood
crime, whereas the job accessibility of young men significantly reduces crime. One anomalous result

36

The data used to compute arrest rates were provided by the DeKalb County Office of Information Systems.
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is that neither youth density variable (males1519 and males2024) is significant in any of the crime
models, despite the fact that youth are known to be crime prone. An explanation for the insignificance
of the youth variables is that these variables are time-invariant and their variation across tracts is
limited.37

7. Conclusion
The consensus opinion among transportationplanners is that rail transitmust play a major role in
reducing air pollution and automobile congestion within urban areas. The favored approach is to build
more stations and to encourage transit-orienteddevelopment around existing stations. The success of
these policies will in part depend upon transit's effect on neighborhood crime. On this issue there has
been much speculation but little empirical evidence.
The relationship between rail access and neighborhood crime is more complex than commonly
recognized. Although the opening of a rail station may increase access to the neighborhood by outside
criminals, it may also induce criminals living within the neighborhood to commit their crimes
elsewhere. In addition, the station may increase the job accessibility of crime-prone neighborhood
residents, causing them to choose legitimate work, rather than crime.
The results obtained from the RE models suggest that rail access does increase crime within
those neighborhoods that are both close to poor people and are not high-income. Because poor people
are concentrated within the central city, rail access is found to increase crime within both the representative white and black central city neighborhood. This conclusion can also be drawn from the
results obtained from the FE models, which show that at the income levels that typify central city
neighborhoods, rail access has a positive effect on crime. Efforts to attractpopulation and employment
to station areas located within the central city may therefore be frustrated by higher crime unless
greater deterrence is provided. On the other hand, there is no evidence from either the random or FE
models that suburban residents should fear that crime will rise in their neighborhood if rail lines are
extended beyond central city boundaries. It is ironic that rail access is actually found to reduce crime
in the representative white suburbanneighborhood, because most of the opposition to rail transit has
come from white suburban residents. This opposition, however, may only superficially have to do
with concers over crime. The real motivation may be racial bigotry (Bayor 2000).
The theory presented in this paper explains the important role that distance to the poor plays in
transit's effect on neighborhood crime as the result of travel costs. The farther the neighborhood is
located from a criminal, the lower is his expected payoff net of the costs of travel. Hence, even after
a neighborhood obtains a rail station, if the criminal's trip to the neighborhood is lengthy he may find
that net returns are higher closer to home. However, it was also noted that the distance to the poor
effect may reflect the criminal's expected probability of apprehension. The criminal may feel comfortable using rail transit to get to a nearby neighborhood that he has some familiarity with, but he
may be reluctant to take transit to a distant neighborhood because it is not part of his "mental map,"
and he therefore has less confidence in his ability to succeed in his crime. If it is the unfamiliarity of
the distant neighborhood, rather than the travel costs, that deters the criminal, then distance may
become less of a barrier over time. That is, the criminal's access to the neighborhood by rail transit
may eventually expand his mental map to include the neighborhood. This suggests that an issue for
37

For both variables the coefficient of variation is equal to one.
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future research would be to investigate how transit's effect on neighborhood crime might vary over
time. A suburbanneighborhood with rail access may be safe today but not indefinitely into the future.
The results presented in this paper are based on the experience of a single metropolitan areaAtlanta, Georgia. Care should be taken in generalizing the conclusions of this study to other areas.
However, the three factors that influence transit's effect on neighborhood crime exist within all
metropolitan areas. Hence transit's effect on neighborhood crime will vary across neighborhoods,
with neighborhoods closer to poor people more likely to experience an increase in crime from transit
access. From a policy perspective, a relatively greater proportion of police resources should be
allocated to these neighborhoods, especially within those metropolitan areas where transit-oriented
development is a high priority in the battle against urban sprawl.
A final caveat also points to a suggestion for future research. Although this study estimated both
FE and RE models, results from the latter models received greater attention because they permitted
a full investigation of the variation in effects that rail access has on neighborhood crime. However,
causality is more difficult to establish when using an RE model. This is acknowledged in the present
study, although the consistency in the results between the RE and FE models, the results from
Hausman tests, and the fact that the RE estimates rely heavily on within-tract variation in the data
suggest that my findings reflect the causal relationships hypothesized by our theoretical model.
Nevertheless, the use of longer crime panels that would allow the estimation of more complex FE
models is recommended in future investigations of the effects of rail transit access on neighborhood
crime.
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Appendix. Means (StandardDeviations)

Total crime density
Property crime density
Violent crime density
Total crime rate
Property crime rate
Violent crime rate
marta
povden
medinc
distpoor
jaccess
population
blacks
retail
mfg
police
males 1519
males2024
hsgrads
stayers
vacant
highway
observations

Full Sample

Tracts with
Rail Access

1.20
(2.12)
0.79
(1.44)
0.41
(0.93)
0.244
(1.34)
0.187
(1.15)
0.057
(0.193)
6.08
(15.17)
1.74
(3.77)
31,102
(18,225)
12.63
(3.20)
-9.10
(163)
6.33
(5.29)
4.24
(5.53)
0.73
(1.84)
0.52
(1.68)
0.01
(0.01)
0.21
(0.46)
0.26
(0.37)
4.29
(2.89)
2.69
(1.97)
0.51
(1.75)
0.66
(0.47)
824

2.12
(3.06)
1.40
(2.23)
0.72
(1.25)
0.514
(2.33)
0.406
(2.01)
0.108
(0.328)
18.7
(21.8)
2.97
(5.72)
22,064
(11,953)
10.92
(1.28)
-24.42
(182)
8.49
(7.05)
6.26
(7.36)
1.28
(2.98)
0.94
(2.71)
0.02
(0.01)
0.26
(0.37)
0.36
(0.46)
5.23
(2.94)
3.52
(2.33)
0.64
(0.84)
0.71
(0.45)
267

Tracts without
Rail Access

0.76
(1.26)
0.50
(0.65)
0.26
(0.67)
0.115
(0.102)
0.082
(0.070)
0.033
(0.041)
0
1.15
(2.07)
35,435
(19,112)
13.44
(3.50)
-1.75
(153)
5.37
(4.27)
3.28
(4.04)
0.47
(0.75)
0.27
(0.56)
0.01
(0.00)
0.19
(0.50)
0.21
(0.30)
3.84
(2.76)
2.30
(1.63)
0.45
(2.05)
0.63
(0.48)
557
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